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Abstract:- SQL injection attacks, a class of injection flaw in
which specially crafted input strings leads to illegal queries to
databases, are one of the topmost threats to web applications. A
number of research prototypes and commercial products that
maintain the queries structure in web applications have been
developed. But these techniques either fail to address the full scope
of the problem or have limitations. Based on our observation that
the injected string in a SQL injection attack is interpreted
differently on different databases, in this paper, we propose a novel
and effective solution to solve this problem. It has been proposed to
detect various types of SQLIA. This method checks the attribute
value for single quote, double dash and space provided by the user
through the input fields. When attacker is making SQL injection he
should probably use a space, single quotes or double dashes in his
input. Depending on the no of space, double dash and single quote
the count value of the input field (having default count as1) will get
increased by 1 respectively. The fixed count value and the
dynamically generated count value of the input parameters are then
compared. If both the count values are same, there is no SQLIA
and if they vary that means some SQL code has been injected
through the input fields. Finally such attempt will be recorded
separately and will be blocked to access the database.
Index Term:-SQLIA, attribute, etc.

I.
INTRODUCTION
SQL Injection attacks target databases that are accessible
through a web front-end, and take advantage of flaws in the
input validation logic of Web components such as CGI scripts.
In the last few months application-level vulnerabilities have
been exploited with serious consequences by the hackers have
tricked e-commerce sites into shipping goods for no charge,
usernames and passwords have been harvested and
confidential information such as addresses and credit-card
numbers has been leaked. The reason for this occurrence is
that web applications and detection systems do not know the
attacks thoroughly and use limited sets of attack patterns
during evaluation. SQL Injection attacks can be easily
prevented by applying more secure authentication schemes in
login phase itself. Most of the attacks made on the web target
the vulnerability of web applications. Vulnerabilities of web
ability to obtain and charge the sensitive information, such as
military systems, banks, and e-business, etc are exposed to a
great security risk. Many divisions are researching a variety of
methods to detect and prevent SQLIAs, and the most
preferred techniques are Web Framework, Static Analysis,
Dynamic Analysis, Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis,
and Machine Learning Techniques. The Web Framework[2,3]
provides filtering methods using the user’s input data.
However, it is only able to filter special characters therefore,
other attacks cannot be prevented. Static Analysis methods[46]
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analyzes the input parameter type therefore it is more effective
than filtering methods, but attacks using the correct parameter
types cannot be detected. Dynamic analysis[7-9] can scan
vulnerabilities of web applications without rewriting it
however this method is also not able to detect all SQLIAs.
Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis[10-13] can
compensate for the weaknesses in each method and is highly
proficient in detecting SQLIAs. The combined usage of Static
Analysis and Dynamic Analysis method is very
complicated. Furthermore, MachineLearning
method[17,18] can detect unknown attacks, but results may
contain many false positives and false negatives.
This paper proposes a simple and effective method to
accurately detect and prevent SQLIAs by using SQL query
parameter counter.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of
this method in web applications has been tested and validated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the architecture of web application and SQLIAs.
Section 3 discusses the related work. Section 4 explains the
proposed method which uses a combination of SQL query
parameters removal and Combined Static and Dynamic
Analysis methods for the detection of SQLIAs. Section 5
elaborates the experiment results using the proposed method,
and Section 6 ends with a conclusion.

II.

WEB APPLICATION AND SQLIAS

In order to understand the SQLIAs, there will be a brief
explanation on the architecture and processes of web
applications. Also, there will be a discussion on possible SQLInjection vulnerabilities and attacks made on these web
applications will be discussed.
A.

Web Application Architecture

Although web application can be classified as programs
running on a web browser, web applications generally have
a Tree-tier construction as shown in Figure 1[10,12].
1) Presentation Tier: receives the user’s input data and
shows the result of the processed data to the user. It can be
thought of as the Graphic User Interface (GUI).
Flash,
HTML, Javascript, etc. are
all part of the presentation tier which directly interact with
the user.
2) CGI Tier: also known as the Server Script Process, is
located in between the presentation tier and database tier. The
data inputted by the user is processed and stored into the
database. The database sends back the stored data to the CGI
tier which is finally sent to the presentation tier for viewing.
Therefore, the data processing within the web application is
done at the CGI Tier. It can be
programmed in various server
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script languages such as JSP, PHP, ASP, etc.
3) Database Tier: stores and manages all of the processed
user’s input data. All sensitive data of web applications are
stored and managed within the database. The database tier is
responsible for the access of authenticated users and the

III.

In order to detect and prevent SQL injection attacks
filtering and other detection methods are being researched.
This section explains the related work.
A.

B.

SQL-Injection Attacks

SQL-Injection vulnerabilities and attacks occur between the
Presentation tier and the CGI tier. Most vulnerabilities are
accidentally made in the development stage.
The data flow of each tier using normal and malicious input
data are as shown in Figure 2. It depicts the user’s
authentication step. When an authenticated user enters its ID
and Password, the Presentation tier uses the GET and POST
method to send the data to the CGI tier. The SQL query within
the CGI tier connects to the database and processes the data.

When a malicious user enters an ID such as 1’ or ‘1=1’--,
the query within the CGI tier becomes SELECT * FROM user
WHERE id=’1’ or ‘1=1’—‘ AND password=’1111’;. After
the --, the rest of the sentence becomes a comment and
because or ‘1=1’ is always true, the authentication step is
bypassed. SQL Injection attacks are malicious data that
changes the normal SQL query to a malicious SQL query and
allows anomalous database access and processing. Most web
applications use data filters to prevent these kinds of SQL
injection attacks. However, there are many methods of SQL
injection attacks which can bypass data filters which make it
difficult to effectively defend the database from attacks.
Therefore, a more effective way of detecting and preventing
SQL injection attacks is necessary.
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RELATED WORK

Web Framework

Recently, some Web Frameworks offer various SQL
Injection attack prevention methods. PHP provides Magic
Quotes[2]. It is a function used when any combination of 4
special characters ‘,”,/, NULL is in the data sent from POST,
GET, COOKIES. It automatically adds a ‘\’ in front of the
special characters to prevent SQLIAs. However, Magic
quotes only support the four special characters. Therefore,
other attacks methods that can bypass the Magic quotes
exist. Also web applications must be rewritten in order to
configure the Magic Quotes function. The Validator[3] in
Struts verifies the user’s input data using predefined rules. If
the special characters used to execute a SQLIA are not
predefined in the Validator, it will vulnerable to SQLIAs. In
addition the setup of the Validator is very complicated.
B.

Static Analysis

Static Analysis analyzes the SQL query sentence within a
web application to detect and prevent SQL Injection attacks. It
also requires rewriting of web applications. The focus of the
static analysis method is to verify the user’s input type to
reduce potential SQL Injection attacks rather than to detect
SQL injection attacks, the JDBC-Checker[4] uses Java String
Analysis (JSA) library to validate the real time user’s input
and prevent SQL Injection attacks. However, if the
malicious input data has the correct type and syntax, it cannot
be prevented. JSA Library only supports Java. Wassermann[5]
used Combined Automated Reasoning and Static Analysis
method to prevent SQL Injection attacks. This method
assumes there is no tautology in the real time SQL Query and
verifies it. Thus this method is efficient in detecting SQL
Injection attacks, but other SQL Injection attacks without
tautology cannot be detected. Stephen[6] created a fix
generation SQL query by collecting plain text SQL statements,
SQL queries, and execution calls to verify user input types.
This method does not directly prevent or detect SQL injection
attacks, but by deleting previous vulnerabilities in SQL query
syntax, it prevents attacks from SQLIAs. This method is only
available for web applications written in java, and requires
AST and SQL parser ZQL libraries.
C.

Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis, unlike static analysis, can locate
vulnerabilities of SQL injection attacks without making any
adjustments to web applications. Open source program
Paros[7] scans not only SQLIAs vulnerabilities, but also other
vulnerabilities within the web application. Paros is not perfect
because it uses predetermined attack codes to scan and uses
HTTP response to the success-rate of the attack. Sania[8] finds
and collects SQL injection attack vulnerabilities between the
web application and databases.
Then, it proceeds to generate SQL
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Injection attack codes. After attacking with the generated
code, it collects the SQL query from the attack. After the
normal SQL query is compared and analyzed with the SQL
query collected from the attack using the parse tree, the
success rate of the attack is verified. Since a parse tree is used,
Sania is more accurate than using an HTTP response
verification. Yonghee Shin[9] proposed to use Input Flow
Analysis and input validation analysis to build a white-box,
and generated test input data to locate SQL Injection
vulnerabilities. Dynamic analysis method is advantageous
because no web application adjustments are necessary.
However, the vulnerabilities found in the web application
must be manually fixed by the developers and not all of them
can be found without predefined attacks.
D.

Combined Static and Dynamic Analysis

Combined Static and Dynamic analysis method utilizes the
advantages of both static analysis and dynamic analysis
method to detect SQL injection attacks. SQLCheck[10]
defines SQL Injection attacks and proposes a sound and
complete algorithm based on context-free grammars and
compiler parsing techniques.
AMNESIA[11]
finds
hotspots produced in SQL queries inside web applications and
generates all possible SQL queries. Generated Static SQL
queries and user’s input data are analyzed and classified using
the JSA Library. Buehrer[12] compares the static SQL query
and dynamic SQL query generated by the user using parse tree
to detect SQL injection attacks. Wei[13] proposed to compare
and analyze stored procedure in web applications with runtime
user’s input SQL query using a control flow graph to
detect SQL injection attacks.
E.

Instruction-Set Randomization

Instruction-set randomization method inputs random values
into the runtime SQL query statement of a web application
and checks for volatility to detect SQL injection attacks.
SQLrand[14] places a proxy between the web server and the
database server and randomizes SQL queries. If the random
value can be predicted, this method is not effective.
F.

SQL Query Profiling

Jae-Chul Park[15] profiles the SQL query of web
application and compares dynamic SQL query generated in
runtime using Pairwise sequence alignment of amino acid
formulate method to detect SQL injection attacks. This
method is advantageous because it can detect SQL injection
attacks without rewriting the web application, but must be
profiled after each change.
G.

Machine Learning

Valeur[16] proposed an intrusion detection system using the
machine learning method. The SQL queries generated in a
web application are learned to generate models. Then runtime
SQL queries are compared to the generated model to check for
discrepancies. If a poor training set is used, many false
positive and negative results may occur. WAVES[17] uses a
web crawler to find vulnerabilities in web applications and
generates attack codes by utilizing pattern list and attack
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techniques. Using the generated attack codes, the SQL
injection attack vulnerabilities can be found. Since this method
uses machine learning, it is more effective than the traditional
penetration testing. However, this method cannot detect all
vulnerabilities.

IV.

PROPOSED METHOD

This paper proposes a new SQL injection attack detection
method that utilizes both Static and Dynamic Analysis. This
method compares and analyzes by counting the attribute
(parameter) which is inputted by user. Every programmer
knows that how many parameters will use for particular table.
In this method the total number of parameter will save in a
variable. In run time every parameter has one temporary
variable which already stores 1 by default.
Now every
parameter value will check for space, single quote and double
dash, because every type of attack needs the all three
character. Whenever anyone of them found the temporary
variable will increase by 1. When searching is complete, add
temporary variable`s value of each parameter and result will
compare with total number of parameter. If it will same means
there is no sql injection attack. And if it will not same some
means SQL code has been injected through the input fields.
Finally such attempt will be recorded separately and will be
blocked to access the database.
The proposed method is shown in figure 3.

V.
A.

EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
Experiment Method

The proposed algorithm for the detection of SQL Injection
can be implemented on real web applications. It can store total
number of parameter in web applications and make a list to
compare with the real time generated value of parameter .
Also, it can profile legitimate dynamic query generated by
normal users between the web application and the database
server and compare it with the dynamically generated query to
detect attacks this paper we implement a simple parameter
checking function in the web application. The web application
used for the experiment is the “ gotocode" which is used in
experiments
of
other
research
papers[8,10,11,18].
Furthermore, for an accurate experiment, the web application
vulnerability “ Paros 3.2.13” [7]was used for the collection
and scanning.
B.

Experiment Result Analysis

This paper compares the detection rate of the proposed
method with other researches under the same conditions. It
also compares detection and prevention methods of particular
attack forms. Furthermore, it compares and analyzes
additional elements of the attack and prevention methods.
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a.

Attack Detection Rate Analysis

The experiment to evaluate the detection rate for SQL
Injection, we used 5 types of web applications which is the
same method as SQLCheck and AMNESIA. "Paros
3.2.13" was used to compare the attack frequency and
detection frequency to calculate the detection rate. As shown
in table 2 there is no difference in the detection rate compared
to other researches. This is because the SQL Injection
detection methods compare the static SQL queries with the
dynamic SQL queries for detection rather than using machine
learning or statistical methods. It results in a high detection
rate. As a result, the detection rate cannot be used to judge the
efficiency of the detection method
b.
Comparison of Detection and Prevention Methods
by Attack Form
W.G. Halfond[19]classified SQL Injection attacks into
various types and used them to compare the efficiency of
methods for detection and prevention. Therefore, we use the
method of W. G. Halfond to compare the efficiency of the
proposed method and other SQL Injection detection methods.
The results are shown in table 2. As you can see in table
3, the JDBC-Checker, Tautology-checker, WebSSARI and
Java Static Tainting use static analysis method. The Static
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analysis method only analyzes the static SQL queries
implemented inside the web application and therefore the
efficiency each method is distinctly different. IDS and
WAVES use machine learning anomaly detection method
which needs a large amount of SQL Injection for learning. The
detection rate of the method depends on the learning stage.
The algorithm proposed in this paper along with AMNESIA,
SQLCheck and SQLGuard use both static and dynamic
methods to detect and prevent SQL Injection attacks. This
method compares all the static SQL queries with the dynamic
SQL queries generated in real-time. It detects attacks by
comparing the structureand the grammar of the query. If the
dynamically generated query has a different structure or if it
uses different grammar, it will be detected. However,
AMNESIA, SQLCheck and SQLGuard use Parse trees to
transform the static and dynamic SQL queries. As a result
these methods cannot detect Stored Procedure type attacks and
also, it is complex to transform all the SQL queries into Parse
trees in real-time. Furthermore, the grammar and structure
used in various Database Management Systems(DBMS) are
different which makes the generation of parse trees dependent
to the DBMS. On the contrary, the algorithm proposed in this
paper does not use complex analysis methods such as Parse
trees. It uses a very simple method which compares the
queries after the removal of the attribute values. Therefore, it
can be implemented into any type of DBMS and it is able to
detect SQL Injection attacks which include Stored Procedure
type attacks. The dynamic analysis method is not a solution
for the detection and prevention of SQL Injection attacks. It is
a method to find vulnerabilities of web applications.
Therefore, it will not be mentioned for comparison. For
instance the JDBC-Checker reduces the chance of SQL
Injection attacks by checking the type of the SQL queries
which has no relation with detection and prevention.
c.
Comparison of Additional Elements used for
Detection
The comparison of additional elements used for detection is
shown in table 3. In the proposed algorithm, the additional
elements vary by the development method[19]. When using
the profiling method, the Proxy is needed as a element and
when using the SQL query checking function, the developer
learning and source code adjustment element is needed. When
using the SQL query list method, there is no need for any
additional elements
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VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a SQL Injection detection method by
comparing the static SQL parameter with the dynamically
generated parameter value after counting some characters
of the attribute values. Furthermore, we evaluated the
performance of the proposed method by experimenting on a
vulnerable web application. We also compared our method
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with other detection methods and confirmed the efficiency of
our proposed method. The proposed method simply counts
some characters i.e. space, double dash and single quote of the
attribute value in the web pages for analysis which makes it
independent from the DBMS. Complex operations such as
Parse trees or particular libraries are not needed in the
proposed method. Though this method cannot detect all
attacks on vulnerabilities on web
applications, since it uses both
static analysis and dynamic
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analysis, it can effectively detect SQL Injection attacks on
web applications. The proposed method can not only be
implemented on web applications but it can also be used on
applications connected to databases. Furthermore, it can be
implemented to be used for SQL query profiling, SQL query
listing and detection program modularization.. Future work is
needed on this research for not only SQL Injection attacks but
also other web application attacks such as XSS.
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